Eighteen year-old Xifeng is destined for greatness. But only by embracing the dark
within. As a peasant in a forgotten village, Xifeng wishes to fulfill her destiny predicted
by her cruel aunt. But the price of the throne may be too high: spurning the young
man who loves her and exploiting the dark magic running through her veins. But she
may not have a choice. Because the god who sent her on the journey won’t be
satisfied until his power is absolute.

YP FIC DAO

Maddie is done with her cousin’s entitled entourage. And Genesis is done with
Miami’s social scene in general. While Maddie craves family time for spring break,
Genesis seeks a last minute getaway. And what Genesis wants, she gets. But paradise
has a price: the girls and their friends being kidnapped and held for ransom deep in
the jungles of Colombia. All because of Genesis. If the hostages can’t thwart their
captors’ plans, no one will leave alive.
YP FIC VINCENT
An isolated finishing school looms at the southern tip of South America, its land
cursing all settlers. But for Mavi, who's fleeing the ruling regime, it’s an escape to a
new life. Mavi tries to embrace the imposing house despite the warnings, threats, and
rumors. But when one of her ten students goes missing and everyone acts as if
possessed, the spirits haunting the cliff will be unleashed. And one holds a secret that
could unravel Mavi’s existence.
YP FIC FARING
Marguerite’s parents are known for their groundbreaking achievements. Like the
Firebird, which allows users to jump into multiple universes. But when her father is
murdered, the killer—their assistant Paul—jumps into another dimension. Marguerite
refuses to let him go free. So she races after him through different universes, but
leaps into other versions of herself…and finds a different Paul whose life entangles
with her in familiar ways. As she questions Paul’s guilt, she soon learns her father’s
death is more sinister than expected.
YP FIC GRAY
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John seems like an ordinary teen living with his guardian, Henri, in Ohio. But keeping a low profile is essential for John because he isn’t
even human. He’s an alien from the planet Lorien and he’s on the run from the ones who destroyed his home world. Nine others like
him were sent to Earth to hide until they could grow up. All to develop their Legacies, powers to help them fight back and help save us.
The first three of the nine Lorien children are dead. And as Number Four, John knows he’s next.

YP FIC ELSTON

Lo-Melkhiin killed 300 girls before coming to her village looking for a wife. And she knows he’ll want the loveliest girl: her sister. To
protect her, she goes in her sister’s stead. Night after night, she tells the Lo-Melkhiin stories and awakens alive the next day to the
sunrise. In the palace, she learns Lo-Melkhiin was not always a cruel ruler; something went wrong. Back in their village, her sister
mourns and calls upon the dessert winds, conjuring an unseen magic. And soon, something besides death stirs the air at night at the
palace. A magic that may be powerful enough to save a king by putting down a monster.

YP FIC JOHNSTON

After the 1st wave, there was darkness. After the 2nd, the lucky escaped. After the 3rd, the unlucky survived. After the 4th, you now can’t
trust anyone. During the dawn of the 5th wave, Cassie runs from Them, those who look human but will kill anyone they see; those
who’ve scattered Earth’s last survivors. Cassie stays alone to stay alive until she meets Evan. He's the only hope for rescuing her brother
and saving herself. But Cassie must choose: between trust or despair; giving up or getting up.

YP FIC YANCEY

Ryan and Gabby are the unlikeliest friends with Gabby being introverted and Ryan being outgoing. But somehow, their relationship
works. From nerdy Monopoly nights to rowdy house parties to the many top ten lists they make about everything under the sun. On the
night of their graduation, they try to figure out what they mean to each other by making a final top ten list: one that counts down the
moments of their friendship.

YP FIC COTUGNO

Since the deadly nuclear war, humanity has lived on spaceships far above Earth’s radioactive surface. Now, 100 juvenile delinquents are
being sent to recolonize the planet. It could be a second chance at life or a suicide mission. For Clarke, who was arrested for treason; for
Wells, who came to Earth for the girl he loves; for Bellamy wanting to protect his sister; and for Glass, who becomes a stowaway on the
ship. Although they were never meant to be heroes, they may be mankind’s last hope.

YP FIC MORGAN

Natalie and Dan felt sparks from the moment they met. He was in awe of her subversive art and zest for life; she was drawn to his goodguy charms and drive to be a documentary filmmaker. But that was before blowout fights, broken trust, and the ugliness of their
relationship was revealed. And now, Natalie wants Dan to know just how much he broke her. Over the course of a day, Dan reads
sixteen letters Natalie has hidden in places only he’ll find. And as he pieces together her side of their love story, he realizes she has one
final message that may send his life tumbling down.

YP FIC STRASNICK

